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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is capable
of serving different numbers of users in the same time-frequency
resource element, and this feature can be leveraged to carry
additional information. In the orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) system, a novel enhanced NOMA scheme
called NOMA with informative envelope (NOMA-IE) is proposed
to explore extra flexibility from the envelope of NOMA signals.
In this scheme, data bits are conveyed by the quantified signal
envelope in addition to classic signal constellations. The sub-
carrier activation patterns of different users are jointly decided
by the envelope former at the transmitter of NOMA-IE. At the
receiver, successive interference cancellation (SIC) is employed,
and the envelope detection coefficient is introduced to eliminate
the error floor. Theoretical expressions of spectral efficiency,
energy efficiency, and detection complexity are provided first.
Then, considering the binary phase shift keying modulation, the
block error rate and bit error rate are derived based on the
two-subcarrier element. The analytical results reveal that the
SIC error and the index error are the main factors degrading
the error performance. The numerical results demonstrate the
superiority of the NOMA-IE over the OFDM and OFDM-NOMA
in terms of the error rate performance when all the schemes have
the same spectral efficiency and energy efficiency.

Index Terms—Bit error rate, index modulation, non-orthogonal
multiple access, OFDM, successive interference cancellation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to emerging Internet-enabled applications, such as
extended reality (XR) services and telemedicine, the next-
generation wireless networks require a more robust com-
munication quality [2], [3]. Non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) has been regarded as a promising multiple access
candidate for future networks [4]–[6]. Different from orthog-
onal multiple access (OMA), multiple users in NOMA can
be served by the same time-frequency resource element by
utilizing the code or power domain. Particularly in power-
domain NOMA, the superposition coding is applied at the
transmitter for power multiplexing, and the successive interfer-
ence cancellation (SIC) is adopted at the receiver for detection.
When considering the perfect SIC process and user fairness,
it has been theoretically proved that NOMA1 has a larger sum
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1In this work, NOMA refers to the power-domain NOMA.

rate than OMA in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes [7].
Recent contributions focused on the Shannon channel capacity
evaluation of NOMA in various scenarios [8]–[11]. With the
error-free decoding assumption, it is difficult for the initial
NOMA studies to evaluate the communication quality under
practical modulation schemes, especially with a non-ideal SIC
process.

Another interesting property of NOMA in multi-carrier
systems is that the number of users in the same subcarrier
is more than one. This quantified signal envelope can be
utilized to carry additional information. For example, in the
two-user case, all possible numbers of users in a subcarrier
are 0, 1, and 2. Therefore, the envelope is able to convey
at most log2 3 bits of information. There is a similar con-
cept called orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with
index modulation (OFDM-IM) in the OMA scheme [12]–
[14]. OFDM-IM is developed from the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) which has been involved in
5G new radio (NR) by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) due to its capability of combating the intersymbol
interference caused by the frequency-selective fading channel
[15]. In OFDM-IM, if there is no signal in a subcarrier, the
subcarrier is inactive; otherwise, it is active. Exploiting the
subcarrier orthogonality in conventional OFDM, OFDM-IM
introduces a new subcarrier-index dimension to carry infor-
mation in addition to the classical signal constellations, i.e.,
those binary subcarrier activation patterns convey additional
information [16]–[18]. OFDM-IM has been regarded as an
effective scheme providing either bit error rate (BER) per-
formance enhancement or power-efficiency improvement [19],
[20]. To explore the potential of the OFDM-IM in multi-
user cases, several works have investigated the combination
of the OFDM-IM framework and NOMA [21], [22]. However,
these works simply applied OFDM-IM waveforms to different
NOMA users, and the performance enhancement is under
specific conditions. In this work, we propose a novel NOMA
with informative envelope (NOMA-IE) scheme, where the
activation patterns of different users are jointly decided by
the transmitter.

A. Related Works
In practical implementation, when considering the finite

constellation input, the decoding error cannot be ignored, espe-
cially during the SIC process [26]. Therefore, recent research
has paid attention to the error probability of link-level NOMA
transmissions. The exact closed-form expression of bit error
rate (BER) under fading channels was firstly derived in [26],
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RELATED WORKS ON NOMA IN OFDM-IM FRAMEWORK

Reference System Setup NOMA Interference Detection Error Floor
[23], [24] Uplink Ignored Always exist
[21], [22] Downlink Ignored Exist in a range of power allocation coefficients

[25] Downlink Ignored Eliminate by design of hybrid OFDM and OFDM-IM
This work Downlink Considered Eliminate by design of informative envelope

where the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and quadrature
phase shift keying (QPSK) are selected for the far user and the
near user, respectively. In [27], the authors provided the exact
symbol error rate with arbitrary ordered pulse amplitude mod-
ulation (PAM) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
Nevertheless, these works are limited to the two-user scenario.
The authors in [28] considered the BPSK modulation and
investigated the BER performance when the number of users
is arbitrary. A NOMA real-time test system was employed
to validate the results. Both the asymptotic and exact BER
expressions of the QAM with arbitrary modulation order were
obtained in multi-user downlink NOMA systems [29].

Some simple combinations of the NOMA concept and
OFDM-IM have been studied in previous works. In [25], the
authors focused on a hybrid NOMA scheme exploring power
domain multiplexing of OFDM and OFDM-IM. The proposed
scheme has better error performance and achievable rate than
the conventional OFDM-based NOMA. In [21] and [22], all
NOMA users adopt the OFDM-IM for downlink transmis-
sions, and the scheme is termed IM-NOMA. Different user
requirements can be fulfilled by adjusting power allocation
factors and subcarrier activation ratios. In [23], the uplink
NOMA was considered, and the OFDM-IM was proved to
reduce the impact of the collision on the ultrareliable low-
latency communication. In the above works, data bits of
NOMA users are mapped to subcarrier activation patterns
separately before the superposition coding, and the envelopes
of different signals are independent. As summarized in Table
I, however, the current integration of NOMA and OFDM-IM
brings problems in terms of theoretical performance analysis
and practical realization. For tractability, the previous works
derived the approximated BER expressions by ignoring the
interference caused by NOMA but treating it as noise. In
addition, the detection error floor occurs when applying the
OFDM-IM framework, which degrades the error performance
when similar power levels are allocated to different NOMA
users [24].

B. Motivations and Contributions

As we have discussed, although the OFDM-IM framework
has the potential to leverage the signal envelope as a new
degree of freedom to boost the performance of NOMA,
multiple problems emerge when simply combining the two
techniques. In this work, considering practical modulation
schemes, a novel NOMA-IE design is proposed. In this
scheme, we jointly design the subcarrier activation patterns
for each user, and hence the envelope of the superposed signal
conveys information. More specifically, we aim at answering
the following questions:

• Question 1: How to derive accurate BER expressions of
NOMA-IE with the consideration of intra-cluster inter-
ference in NOMA?

• Question 2: How to reduce or eliminate the detection
error floor?

• Question 3: With the additional flexibility from the enve-
lope, how does the performance superiority of NOMA-IE
over conventional OFDM or OFDM-NOMA behave?

We provide a detailed analysis and discussion of the pro-
posed NOMA-IE. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel NOMA-IE scheme based on the
OFDM-IM framework in downlink transmissions and
take the two-user case as an example. At the transmitter,
we employ an envelope former module to jointly decide
the subcarrier activation patterns of two NOMA users. At
the receiver, we adopt the SIC process as in conventional
NOMA systems. We introduce the envelope detection
coefficient to the signal detection procedure.

• We provide a brief analysis of spectral efficiency, energy
efficiency, and detection complexity. Then we mainly
focus on the theoretical block error rate (BLER) and BER
performance of the proposed NOMA-IE, where intra-
cluster interference and imperfect SIC process are con-
sidered. By splitting the multi-subcarrier OFDM subblock
into multiple two-subcarrier elements (TSEs), we derive
the BLER and BER expressions with BPSK modulation
for two NOMA users to answer Question 1. The analyt-
ical results show that the SIC error and the index error
significantly degrade the error performance.

• We illustrate that the value of the power allocation coef-
ficient affects the detection error floor when employing
the detection method in previous works. Since the design
of NOMA-IE avoids the constellation overlap in NOMA
signals, we eliminate the detection error floor in NOMA-
IE by adjusting the envelope detection coefficient, and
Question 2 is answered. We also show that an appropriate
envelope detection coefficient value helps to achieve low
error probability.

• We answer Question 3 by numerical results. The numer-
ical results validate our analysis and demonstrate that: 1)
compared with the conventional OFDM, the NOMA-IE
reduces the error probability with a wide range of power
allocation coefficients; 2) NOMA-IE with the feasible en-
velope detection coefficient has better error performance
than IM-NOMA in most cases; 3) under equal spectral
efficiency and energy efficiency, the proposed NOMA-IE
outperforms OFDM-NOMA, especially at a high SNR.

The rest of the paper can be summarized as follows. In
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition
L Number of subcarriers in each OFDM subblock

Pmax Transmit power of the transmitter
βe Envelope detection coefficient
au Power allocation coefficient of user u
Ku Number of active subcarriers of user u
Mu Order of modulation scheme of user u
mu Number of bits on subblock of user u
Ωu Average channel gain of user u
w Additive white Gaussian noise vector
hu Channel coefficient vector of user u
Iu Indices set of active subcarriers of user u
su Modulated symbol vector of user u
xu Subcarrier vector of user u

Section II, the system model of NOMA-IE is presented. In
Section III, we provide a preliminary analysis including spec-
tral efficiency, energy efficiency, and detection complexity. The
theoretical error probabilities of NOMA-IE are investigated
in Section IV. In Section V, numerical results are illustrated.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

Notation: (·)T denotes the transpose operation. | · | denotes
the absolute value if applied to a complex number or the
cardinality if applied to a set. ∥·∥ denotes the Frobenius norm.(
n
k

)
= n!

k!(n−k)! denotes the binomial coefficient and ⌊·⌋ is
the floor function. Q(·) denotes the Gaussian Q-function. The
probability of an event is denoted by Pr(·). det(A) stands
for the rank of A. For the vector x = [x(1), x(2), ..., x(n)]T ,
we define X = diag{x(1), x(2), ..., x(n)}. X ∼ CN (0, σ2)
represents the distribution of a circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian random variable X with variance σ2. The frequently
used symbols are listed in Table II.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a downlink NOMA-IE
scheme based on the OFDM-IM framework, where a near
user (NU) and a far user (FU) share total NT subcarriers.
This system operates in a Rayleigh fading environment, and
the fading gains on different subcarriers are independent and
identically distributed.

A. Transmitter Design with Envelope Forming

In NOMA-IE, the total NT OFDM subcarriers are divided
into G = NT /L subblocks, each of which consists of L
subcarriers as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus data bits of both users
are equally split into G groups for transmission. In each data
group, part of the data bits called index bits is for the decision
on the active subcarrier indices while the other part called
symbol bits is modulated on active subcarriers. For subblock
g ∈ {1, 2, ..., G}, we use Ig,u to denote the indices set of
active subcarriers, where u ∈ {N,F}.

Assumption 1. (Principle of Envelope Forming) In the
NOMA-IE scheme, the set of active subcarriers for the NU
is a subset of that for the FU, i.e., Ig,N ⊆ Ig,F

2.

2It can be easily extended to N -user NOMA clusters (N > 2). We will
illustrate the effectiveness of the assumption later in this paper.

The number of active subcarriers Kg,u in the subblock g is
the cardinality of Ig,u, i.e., Kg,u = |Ig,u|, and hence Kg,N ≤
Kg,F ≤ L holds.

Remark 1. The special cases of the NOMA-IE are other
classic OFDM-based schemes. When Kg,N = 0 and Kg,F =
L, the NOMA-IE becomes the conventional OFDM. When
Kg,N = 0 and 0 < Kg,F < L, the NOMA-IE is the OFDM-
IM. When Kg,N = Kg,F = L, it can be regarded as the
OFDM-NOMA [30].

Since data bits conveyed by different subblocks are inde-
pendent, we focus on one subblock in the rest of the paper,
and we denote Kg,u = Ku, where Ku is a constant. As the
calculation in OFDM-IM [17], when employing the Mu-ary
amplitude and phase modulation (APM) scheme3, a total of

mF =

⌊
log2

(
L

KF

)⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Index bits

+KF log2 MF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Symbol bits

, (1)

bits are conveyed by the FU signal per subblock. Similarly, in
each subblock of the NU signal, total data bits are

mN =

⌊
log2

(
KF

KN

)⌋
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Index bits

+KN log2 MN︸ ︷︷ ︸
Symbol bits

. (2)

The vector of the modulated symbols at Ku active subcar-
riers for the user u is given by

su = [su(1), ..., su(Ku)]
T , (3)

where su(γ) ∈ Su, γ ∈ {1, 2, ...,Ku} and Su is the complex
signal constellation of size Mu.

For high spectral efficiency and additional flexibility, we
introduce the Envelope Former module to the transmitter. In
this module, the indices of the active subcarriers are selected
for each user according to the mixed data bits of FU and NU.
Specifically, in each subblock, data bits for NU are added
behind FU in the bit mixer to form one data stream. As we
have discussed, the length of the data stream to form the
envelope is

mindex =

⌊
log2

(
L

KF

)⌋
+

⌊
log2

(
KF

KN

)⌋
, (4)

bits. The subcarrier index selector utilizes the first
⌊
log2

(
L
KF

)⌋
bits to decide the subcarrier activation pattern of the FU
subblock, and the remaining bits are for the NU subblock.
Then the OFDM subblock is produced by the subcarrier
mapper, which can be expressed as follows

xu = [xu(1), xu(2), ..., xu(L)]
T , (5)

where xu(γ) ∈ {0,S} and γ ∈ {1, ..., L}. The indices set of
the active subcarriers is given by

Iu = {Iu(1), Iu(2), ..., Iu(Ku)}, (6)

where Iu(1) < ... < Iu(Ku) and Iu(k) ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. An
example of the mapping table is presented in Table III for
L = 4, KF = 3, and KN = 2.

3All the APM schemes defined in [31] are compatible with NOMA-IE.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of system model: (a) block diagram of the proposed NOMA-IE scheme; (b) a mapping example when L = 4, KF = 3, KN = 2, and
mixed index bits are [0, 1, 1].

TABLE III
AN EXAMPLE OF THE NOMA-IE MAPPING TABLE FOR L = 4, KF = 3, AND KN = 2

Mixed index bits IF FU subblock xF IN NU subblock xN

[0, 0, 0] {2, 3, 4} [0, sF (1), sF (2), sF (3)]T {3, 4} [0, 0, sN (1), sN (2)]T

[0, 0, 1] {2, 3, 4} [0, sF (1), sF (2), sF (3)]T {2, 3} [0, sN (1), sN (2), 0]T

[0, 1, 0] {1, 3, 4} [sF (1), 0, sF (2), sF (3)]T {3, 4} [0, 0, sN (1), sN (2)]T

[0, 1, 1] {1, 3, 4} [sF (1), 0, sF (2), sF (3)]T {1, 3} [sN (1), 0, sN (2), 0]T

[1, 0, 0] {1, 2, 4} [sF (1), sF (2), 0, sF (3)]T {2, 4} [0, sN (1), 0, sN (2)]T

[1, 0, 1] {1, 2, 4} [sF (1), sF (2), 0, sF (3)]T {1, 2} [sN (1), sN (2), 0, 0]T

[1, 1, 0] {1, 2, 3} [sF (1), sF (2), sF (3), 0]T {2, 3} [0, sN (1), sN (2), 0]T

[1, 1, 1] {1, 2, 3} [sF (1), sF (2), sF (3), 0]T {1, 2} [sN (1), sN (2), 0, 0]T

Afterwards, G OFDM subblocks of user u are concatenated
together to form one OFDM block before the power allocation.
To distinguish signals of two users, different transmit power
levels PN and PF are allocated to NU and FU, respectively,
and PN + PF = Pmax. Pmax is the transmit power of the
transmitter. Since the channel gain for the NU is higher than
the FU due to the distance difference, a higher power level is
allocated to FU for user fairness, i.e. PF > PN . We denote
Pu = auPmax, where power allocation coefficients fulfill
aN + aF = 1. In addition, we denote αu =

√
Pu. After the

superposition coding, the tagged subblock can be expressed as

x =
∑
u

αuxu. (7)

Later, the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is applied
to obtain the time domain OFDM block. A cyclic prefix (CP)
of length Q is added at the beginning of the OFDM block,
and then the signal is transmitted to the users.
B. Data Detection at Receivers with Decoding Scheme

Here the data detection procedures for both NOMA users
are presented. At the receiver, the fast Fourier transform is
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applied after removing the CP. The frequency domain signal
vector received by the user u is expressed as follows

yu = Xhu +w, (8)

where hu = [hu(1), hu(2), ..., hu(L)]
T and w =

[w(1), w(2), ..., w(L)]T denote the channel coefficient vector
and the additive white Gaussian noise vector, respectively.
For γ ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}, w(γ) ∼ CN (0, N0) and hu(γ) ∼
ΩuCN (0, 1), where Ωu is the average channel gain. Usually,
ΩN > ΩF holds in NOMA systems.

The SIC process is employed as in conventional NOMA
systems. Without loss of generality, we assume that the SIC is
always processed at the NU. Therefore, the NU has to detect
and subtract the FU signal before decoding its message. The
SIC detection of conventional OFDM-NOMA in a subcarrier-
by-subcarrier manner is not feasible here due to the envelope
information conveyed by subblock realizations. Hence the
NOMA-IE subblocks must be processed as a whole for detec-
tion. Therefore, we employ an envelope-detected SIC (E-SIC)
in NOMA-IE. In the E-SIC process, the NU performs a joint
search for all possible combinations of the activation patterns
and the constellation symbols according to the mapping table.
The detected FU subblock can be given by

x̂F,SIC = argmin
xF∈χF

L∑
γ=1

∣∣∣yN (γ)− βeαF h̃N (γ)xF (γ)
∣∣∣2 , (9)

where βe > 0 is the envelope detection coefficient. In the
conventional SIC process, we have βe = 1. χF stands for
the possible realization set of the FU subblock xF . h̃N =
[h̃N (1), h̃N (2), ..., h̃N (L)]T is the estimated channel vector at
the NU. Note that the index bits of the FU signal can be
decoded by the NU, the NU can use at most mindex bits of
index information without extra detection complexity.

After the E-SIC process, the subblock is given by yN,SIC =
yN − αF X̂F,SIC h̃N . By utilizing the knowledge of active
subcarrier indices of the FU signal, i.e., ÎF,SIC , the NU is able
to detect both the index bits and the symbol bits from these in-
dices by the envelope-detected detection (E-detection). Similar
to the E-SIC, the E-detection procedure detects the data bits
on the envelope and modulated constellations simultaneously.
The detected NU subblock is

x̂N = argmin
xN∈χN

∑
γ∈ÎF,SIC

∣∣∣yN,SIC(γ)− αN h̃N (γ)xN (γ)
∣∣∣2 ,
(10)

where χN represents the possible realization set of the NU
subblock xN conditioned on ÎF,SIC .

Different from the NU, the FU decodes its message directly,
treating the NU signal as interference. The FU subblock is
detected by

x̂F = argmin
xF∈χF

L∑
γ=1

∣∣∣yF (γ)− βeαF h̃F (γ)xF (γ)
∣∣∣2 , (11)

where h̃F = [h̃F (1), h̃F (2), ..., h̃F (L)]
T is the estimated

channel vector at the FU. It should be noted that an extra
detection procedure is required if the FU uses the index
information of the NU signal.

III. PRELIMILARY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the spectral efficiency, energy
efficiency, and detection complexity of the proposed NOMA-
IE. The fundamental characteristics of NOMA-IE are revealed
based on the three performance metrics. The performance
of NOMA-IE is also compared with different OFDM-based
schemes. Detailed discussions of the considered performance
metrics are provided in the following subsections.

A. Spectral Efficiency

The spectral efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number
of data bits in transmission to the total number of OFDM
subcarriers in the considered OFDM block [17], which is given
by

SE =
Nt/L×

∑
u mu

Nt +Q
bits/s/Hz, (12)

where
∑

u mu is the overall transmitted data bits in an OFDM
subblock and u ∈ {N,F}.

Based on this definition, we obtain the spectral efficiency
expressions in Table IV straightforwardly. In those OMA
schemes including conventional OFDM and OFDM-IM, we
use K and M to represent the number of active subcarriers
in each subblock and the order of APM, respectively. Since
two users are grouped in NOMA schemes, paired users are
considered in OMA schemes for a fair comparison. It is
obvious that NOMA improves spectral efficiency. Moreover,
by appropriately selecting Ku, IM-NOMA and NOMA-IE can
achieve higher spectral efficiency performance than OFDM-
NOMA.

B. Energy Efficiency

We regard the ratio of transmitted data bits to the total
average energy consumption as energy efficiency. Here the
CP is ignored for simplicity. Two transmit-power management
policies are considered as follows.

1) Maximum Transmit Power Policy: The maximum power
of each subcarrier is limited by Pmax. The energy efficiency
is expressed as

EE =

∑
u mu

Pmax

∑
u auKu

bits/J. (13)

2) Power Reallocation Policy: As in [32], the amplitude
of each subcarrier is scaled by

√
L∑

u auKu
, and the energy

efficiency is given by

EE =

∑
u mu

LPmax
bits/J. (14)

We compare the energy efficiency in the maximum transmit
power policy of different OFDM-based schemes in Table IV.
In the power reallocation policy, the energy consumptions of
all the considered schemes are equal, so we do not list this
policy in the table. The NOMA-IE is highly energy-efficient
in the maximum transmit power policy because the OFDM-
IM framework enables the OFDM waveform to transmit more
data bits by the same number of active subcarriers than the
conventional OFDM.
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C. Detection Complexity
We employ the optimal maximum-likelihood (ML) de-

tector at receivers. To extract all information from the su-
perposed signal, the detection complexity considers both
the FU subblock and the NU subblock. In NOMA-
IE, the FU subblock has 2

⌊
log2 (

L
KF

)
⌋
MKF

F different re-

alizations, where 2

⌊
log2 (

L
KF

)
⌋

and MKF

F are realization
numbers of the subcarrier activation pattern and modu-
lated symbol, respectively. Then the detection complexity
per subcarrier in the FU subblock can be expressed as

O
(
2

⌊
log2 (

L
KF

)
⌋
MKF

F /L

)
. Similarly, the per subcarrier detec-

tion complexity is O
(
2

⌊
log2 (

KF
KN

)
⌋
MKN

N /L

)
for the NU sub-

block. Detection complexity expressions of different schemes
are summarized in Table IV. It can be observed that the
OFDM-IM framework brings high computational complexity
to the ML detector. Therefore, high spectral and energy
efficiency can be achieved by NOMA-IE but high detection
complexity is required at the same time4.

IV. ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we focus on the error probabilities including
the BLER and BER with the BPSK modulation. The perfect
instantaneous CSI is assumed.

As we have stated, the detector of NOMA-IE treats the
OFDM subblock as a whole rather than detects the signal
subcarrier by subcarrier. Therefore, we introduce the BLER to
characterize the error probability of the subblock of NOMA-
IE. BLER is defined as the ratio of the number of subblocks
in error to the total of OFDM subblocks. In NOMA-IE, there
are two independent cases that lead to the erroneous subblock:

1) Index Error Existence (IEE) Case: Indices of active
subcarriers are erroneous. In this case, the index bits are in
error while the symbol bits have a probability to be correct.

2) Only Symbol Error (OSE) Case: Indices of active sub-
carriers are correctly detected, but symbol bits are erroneous.

For the user u subblock, let PIEE,u and POSE,u denote the
probabilities that the IEE case and OSE case occur, respec-
tively. The BLER for the user u subblock can be expressed
as

Pl,u = PIEE,u + POSE,u. (15)

BER is defined as the ratio of the number of data bits
in error to the total of data bits transmitted by the OFDM
subblock. We employ me1,g,u and me2,g,u to denote the
number of error bits in subblock g for these two cases,
respectively. Note that the index bits can be “borrowed from”
or “lent to” the other NOMA user as we have discussed, error
bits ∆me1,g,u and transmitted error bits ∆mu are considered.
Thus, the BER for user u can be expressed as

Pb,u =

∑
g (me1,g,u +me2,g,u +∆me1,g,u)

Nt/L (mu +∆mu)
. (16)

4Low-complexity sub-optimal detection methods will be investigated in our
future work.

A. Conditional Pairwise Error Probability

To characterize the error performance, we first focus on the
error probability that the subblock is incorrectly detected. For
FU subblock detection at FU, the error probability conditioned
on known channel statement information (CSI) is expressed as

Pr (xF → x̂F |hF ) = Pr

( ⋂
zF∈χF \x̂F

{
∥yF − βeαFZFhF ∥2

>
∥∥∥yF − βeαF X̂FhF

∥∥∥2}).
(17)

The conditional error probabilities of the SIC process and
NU subblock detection can be expressed similarly. However, it
is difficult to calculate the exact probability when the number
of possible realizations in χu is larger than two. As in most
existing works, we utilize the pairwise error probability (PEP)
as an approximation to simplify our derivations [33].

Approximation 1. PEPs are the tight upper bounds of error
probabilities in FU subblock detection, SIC process, and NU
subblock detection. The conditional PEP expressions are given
by

Pr
(
XF → X̂F |hF

)
≈ Pr

(
∥yF − βeαFXFhF ∥2

>
∥∥∥yF − βeαF X̂FhF

∥∥∥2), (18)

Pr
(
XF → X̂F |hN

)
≈ Pr

(
∥yN − βeαFXFhN∥2

>
∥∥∥yN − βeαF X̂FhN

∥∥∥2), (19)

Pr
(
XN → X̂N |hN

)
≈ Pr

(
∥yN,SIC − αNXNhN∥2

>
∥∥∥yN,SIC − αNX̂NhN

∥∥∥2), (20)

which converge to exact results at high SNR. Moreover, these
approximations become exact when the subblock only has one
OFDM symbol with the binary modulation.

Before the analysis of NOMA-IE, we provide some simple
conditional PEP expressions in both the conventional OFDM
and the OFDM-IM framework, which are helpful to derive
expressions in the NOMA-IE. In conventional OFDM, sym-
bols can be detected separately, so we focus on one OFDM
subcarrier. Noticing that NOMA-IE can be regarded as a
mixture of NOMA and OMA schemes, here we consider
both the OMA and NOMA cases. Since the FU detects the
superimposed signal directly, we denote the amplitude of the
superimposed symbol as |x(γ)| ≜ λF ∈ Λ = {λ−, λ∗, λ+}
and the elements in Λ are given by

λ− =αF − αN , (21a)
λ∗ = αF , (21b)

λ+ =αF + αN . (21c)
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT OFDM-BASED SCHEMES

Scheme Spectral efficiency Energy efficiency Detection complexity
Conventional

OFDM
NT log2 M

NT+Q
log2 M
Pmax

O(M)

OFDM-NOMA
[30]

NT
∑

u log2 Mu

NT+Q

∑
u log2 Mu

Pmax
O
(∑

u Mu
)

OFDM-IM [12] NT

(⌊
log2

(
L
K

)⌋
+K log2 M

)
L(NT+Q)

⌊
log2

(
L
K

)⌋
+K log2 M

KPmax

O
(

2

⌊
log2 (

L
K)

⌋
MK

L

)

IM-NOMA [21] NT
∑

u

(⌊
log2

(
L

Ku

)⌋
+Ku log2 Mu

)
L(NT+Q)

∑
u

(⌊
log2

(
L

Ku

)⌋
+Ku log2 Mu

)
Pmax

∑
u auKu

O
(∑

u
2

⌊
log2 (

L
Ku

)
⌋
MKu

L

)

NOMA-IE (this
paper)

NT

(⌊
log2

(
L

KF

)⌋
+KF log2 MF

)
L(NT+Q)

+

NT

(⌊
log2

(
KF
KN

)⌋
+KN log2 MN

)
L(NT+Q)

⌊
log2

(
L

KF

)⌋
+KF log2 MF

Pmax
∑

u auKu
+⌊

log2

(
KF
KN

)⌋
+KN log2 MN

Pmax
∑

u auKu

O
(
2

⌊
log2

(
L

KF

)⌋
M

KF
F /L

)
+

O
(
2

⌊
log2

(
KF
KN

)⌋
M

KN
N /L

)

After the SIC process, the signal for the NU is OMA, and
the amplitude of the NU symbol is αN ≜ λN . Then the
conditional PEP is expressed as follows.

Proposition 1. In conventional OFDM, the conditional PEP
for user u is given by [29]

PC,u(λu,hu) = Q

√2 ∥λuhu∥2

N0

 . (22)

In the OFDM-IM framework, we consider a sim-
ple two-subcarrier subblock where only one subcarrier
is active. According to Assumption 1, all the possi-
ble realizations of a superimposed subblock are χ =
{[λF , 0]

T , [−λF , 0]
T , [0, λF ]

T , [0,−λF ]
T }. We assume x =

[λF , 0]
T due to the symmetry of modulation constellations. As

we have discussed, two categories of error exist in the OFDM-
IM. Therefore, there are two cases for the PEP expression.

Proposition 2. In the OFDM-IM framework, if the index
information is erroneously detected, i.e., the IEE case occurs,
the conditional PEPs for the FU and NU are separately given
by

PI,F (λF ,hF )

= Q


(
λF − 1

2βeλ∗
)
∥hF (1)∥2 + 1

2βeλ∗ ∥hF (2)∥2√
N0

2

(
∥hF (1)∥2 + ∥hF (2)∥2

)
 ,

(23)

PI,N (λN ,hN ) = Q

√∥λNhN (1)∥2 + ∥λNhN (2)∥2

2N0

 .

(24)

If the subblock only has an incorrect symbol, i.e., the OSE
case occurs, the conditional PEP for user u can be expressed
as

PS,u(λu,hu) = Q

√2 ∥λuhu(1)∥2

N0

 . (25)

Moreover, for the SIC process, we have PI,SIC(λF ,hN ) =
PI,F (λF ,hN ) and PS,SIC(λF ,hN ) = PS,F (λF ,hN ).

Proof: The received superposed subblock at
FU is yF = [hF (1)λF + w(1), w(2)]T . The ML
detector compares yF with each element in set{
±[hF (1)βeλ∗, 0]

T ,±[0, hF (2)βeλ∗]
T
}

and finds the
closest element. We denote zF = [hF (1)βeλ∗, 0]

T and
ẑF = [0, hF (2)βeλ∗]

T . In the IEE case, the conditional PEP
of FU is calculated as

PI,F (λF ,hF ) = Pr
(
∥yF − zF ∥2 > ∥yF ± ẑF ∥2

)
= Pr

(
δ >

(
λF − βeλ∗

2

)
∥hF (1)∥2

+
βeλ∗

2
∥hF (2)∥2

)
, (26)

where δ = hF (1)w(1)±hF (2)w(2) is a Gaussian random vari-

able with mean 0 and variance σ2 =
N0(∥hF (1)∥2+∥hF (2)∥2)

2 .
Utilizing the property of Gaussian random variable that
Pr (δ > x) = Q

(
x
σ

)
, (23) is proved. Using similar proof,

other conditional PEP expressions in this proposition can be
obtained.

It can be observed from (25) that under OFDM-IM, the PEP
expression of the OSE case is the same as that in the conven-
tional OFDM system. In this case, the error performance is
unrelated to the channel condition of the inactive subcarrier
and the envelope detection coefficient. However, if the IEE
case occurs, the error performance in the NOMA setup shown
in (23) is much different from the conventional counterpart.
In the following lemma, we illustrate cases where the intra-
cluster interference in NOMA causes the error floor.

Lemma 1. The detection error floor exists when αF ≤ 2αN

2−βe
.

Proof: If the detection error floor exists, the conditional
PEP is not zero when the transmit SNR Pmax/N0 → ∞.
According to the property of the Q-function, when x → +∞
we have Q(x) → 0. It can be observed from (23) that λF −
1
2βeλ∗ > 0 guarantees the conditional PEP is 0 when SNR
becomes large. Then the proof is completed.

Corollary 1. If the envelope detection coefficient βe = 1, the
error floor always exists when αF ≤ 2αN . That is to say, the
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feasible range of power allocation coefficients for the paired
NOMA-IE users is PF > 4PN .

Corollary 2. If the envelope detection coefficient βe =
αF−αN

αF
, αF > 2αN

2−βe
always holds. In this case, the error

floor is eliminated. We denote

β0 =
αF − αN

αF
=

√
aF −√

aN√
aF

, (27)

as the feasible envelope detection coefficient.

To understand the reason that results in the error floor
more easily, we illustrate the construction of the superimposed
symbols for the case αF = 2αN in Fig. 2, where the
constellations with normalized energy are considered, i.e.,
du = αu√

Pmax
for u ∈ {F,N}. It is observed that some

superimposed constellation points cannot be distinguished in
IM-NOMA when αF ≤ 2αN , which leads to the error floor
no matter what value βe is. Different from the IM-NOMA, the
design of NOMA-IE (Assumption 1) avoids the constellation
overlap, and hence the appropriate βe helps to eliminate the
error floor.

Remark 2. In NOMA-IE, the feasible range of power alloca-
tion coefficients for the paired NOMA-IE users is the same as
that in conventional NOMA systems, i.e., aF > aN .

By leveraging these conditional PEP expressions in the con-
ventional OFDM and OFDM-IM frameworks, the theoretical
BLER and BER for the NOMA-IE can be calculated based
on the concept of TSE, which is discussed in the following
subsection.

B. Two-Subcarrier Element

In this work, we introduce the concept of TSE for ease
of calculation. TSE is defined as a two-subcarrier superposed
subblock, where KF = KN = 1. Therefore, for each TSE, the
FU subblock conveys one bit symbol bits and one bit index
bits, while the NU subblock only conveys one bit symbol bits.

The TSE can be regarded as the simplest NOMA-IE sub-
block in which part of data bits can be conveyed by the
envelope. Here we derive the BLER and BER of the TSE
as priliminary. If all the constellation points are equiprobable,
the average BLER of the detected FU subblock at the FU can
be expressed as

Pl,F =
1

ξF ξN

∑
xF

∑
xN

∑
x̂F ̸=xF

Pr (xF → x̂F |xN ) , (28)

where ξF and ξN are the numbers of possible realizations for
the FU subblock and the NU subblock, respectively. Utilizing
the symmetry of constellations, we assume that xF = [1, 0]T ,
and (28) can be rewritten as

Pl,F =
1

2

∑
λF∈{λ−,λ+}

(PS,F (λF ) + 2PI,F (λF )) , (29)

where PS,F (λ) and PI,F (λ) are the unconditional PEPs ob-
tained from Proposition 2. Adopting Q(x) ∼= 1

12e
−x2/2 +

1
4e

−2x2/3 as the approximation of the Q-function [34],
PS,F (λ) is given by

PS,F (λ) =

∫
hF

Q

λ

√
2 ∥hF ∥2

N0

 f (hF ) dhF

∼= E∥hF ∥2

(
1

12
e−

λ2∥hF ∥2

N0 +
1

4
e−

4λ2∥hF ∥2

3N0

)
=

1/12

ΩFλ2/N0 + 1
+

1/4

4ΩFλ2/3N0 + 1
. (30)

The unconditional PEP PI,F (λ) is expressed as

PI,F (λ) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

Q

ΩF

(
λ− 1

2βeλ∗
)
h1 +

1
2βeλ∗h2√

N0

2 (h1 + h2)


×f(h1)f(h2)dh1dh2,

(31)

where f(x) = exp(−x) due to the Rayleigh fading. When
aF → 1, the interference from the NU is negligible, and hence
the PI,F (λ) can be further simplified as

PI,F (λF ) ∼= PI,F (λ∗)

=
1/12

det (q1ΩFA+ I2)
+

1/4

det (q2ΩFA+ I2)
, (32)

where AF = (XF − X̂F )
H(XF − X̂F ), q1 = 1

4N0
, and q2 =

1
3N0

.
We use e (x, x̂) to denote the number of error bits when x

is erroneously detected as x̂. The average BER of the detected
FU subblock at the FU can be calculated as follows

Pb,F =
1

mF ξF ξN

∑
xF

∑
xN

∑
x̂F ̸=xF

Pr (xF → x̂F |xN ) e (xF , x̂F )

=
1

2mF

∑
λF∈{λ−,λ+}

(PS,F (λF ) + 3PI,F (λF )) . (33)

Since the length of the NU subblock is KN = 1, the BLER
of NU is equal to BER with the BPSK modulation. For the NU,
the E-SIC process occurs first. The probability of the imperfect
E-SIC conditioned on the known xN can be expressed as

Pe,SIC|xN
=

∑
x̂F,SIC ̸=xF,SIC

Pr (xF,SIC → x̂F,SIC |xN ) .

(34)

The calculation of (34) is the same as Pl,F . When the
FU subblock is detected incorrectly, the situation for the
re-constructed signal yN,SIC is complex. Part of NOMA
interference improves the amplitudes of symbols, while the
other part of interference degrades the error performance. For
simplicity, we make an approximation to calculate the BER
of the NU under imperfect E-SIC.

Approximation 2. Considering BPSK, the BER of the NU
is 0.5 when the error occurs during the E-SIC process.
This approximation is based on the assumption that all the
constellation points of the FU and the NU are equiprobable.
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Fig. 2. The construction of the superimposed symbols with αF = 2αN .

This approximation is accurate when aF → 1. Then the
average BLER and BER of the NU subblock can be approxi-
mated by

Pl,N = Pb,N

≈ 1

ξN

∑
xN

{
1

2
Pe,SIC|xN

+
1− Pe,SIC|xN

mN

×
∑

x̂N ̸=xN

Pr (xN → x̂N ) e (xN , x̂N )

}

=
1

2
Pe,SIC +

1

2

∑
xN

{(
1− Pe,SIC|xN

)
PC,N (λN )

}
,

(35)

where the calculation of PC,N (λ) is similar to (30)

PC,N (λ) ∼=
1/12

ΩNλ2/N0 + 1
+

1/4

4ΩNλ2/3N0 + 1
. (36)

From (35) we observe that the probability of the imperfect
E-SIC Pe,SIC|xN

is a significant component of Pb,N and Pl,N .
Therefore, a large Pe,SIC|xN

leads to poor error performance
for the NU.

Remark 3. A low BLER/BER of the NU in NOMA-IE heavily
relies on the perfect E-SIC process. This conclusion can be
extended to the general NOMA transmissions with the SIC
process.

C. Error Performance in Four-Subcarrier Subblocks

In this subsection, we consider KF = 3 and KN = 2 shown
in Table III as an example. Similarly, we first focus on the FU.
Based on Approximation 1, the unconditional PEP of the FU
subblock

Pr (xF → x̂F ) =

∫
h̃F

Pr

(∥∥∥yF − βeαFxF h̃F

∥∥∥2
>
∥∥∥yF − βeαF x̂F h̃F

∥∥∥2)dh̃F , (37)

has at least quadruple integral. The expression seems tedious
and intractable.

Fortunately, the four-subcarrier superimposed subblock can
be regarded as the combination of multiple TSEs. In particular,
the superimposed subblock consists of KF TSEs, and all these
elements share the same inactive subcarrier. The number of
active subcarriers in TSEs is one. Accordingly, we denote
the kth TSE as TF,k = {cF (k), 0} as the FU message is
always detected first. The amplitude vector of symbols on
active subcarriers is denoted by cF = [cF (1), ..., cF (KF )]

T ∈
CKF×1, where cF (k) ∈ {λ−, λ∗, λ+}. Based on Assump-
tion 1, cF (k) is equal to the amplitude of xF (IF (k)), i.e.,
cF (k) = |xF (IF (k))|.

If the FU subblock can be detected correctly, no error occurs
in any TSEs. Otherwise, at least one erroneous TSE leads to
an incorrect FU subblock. Therefore, the average BLER of FU
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can be expressed as

Pl,F = 1−
∫ ∞

0

exp(−x)

×
KF∏
k=1

(1− 2PI,F (cF (k), x)− PS,F (cF (k))) dx, (38)

where

PI,F (λ, x) =

∫ ∞

0

Q

ΩF

(
λ− 1

2βeλ∗
)
h1 +

1
2βeλ∗x√

N0

2 (h1 + x)


×f(h1)dh1.

(39)

To obtain the BER of FU, we calculate the number of error
bits in the two independent error cases as follows.

1) IEE Case: In this case, the inactive subcarrier is erro-
neously detected as an active one. Therefore, the index error
occurs in no less than one TSE. Since the probability that more
than one TSE has the index error is ignorable at a high SNR,
we employ the following approximation.

Approximation 3. The number of incorrect inactive indices
is equal to the number of TSEs with the index error. This
approximation converges to the exact value when SNR → ∞.

For clarity, we first investigate the index error probability.
We define ÎF (k) as the indices set of active subcarriers when
kth TSE has the index error. The probability of erroneously
detecting IF as ÎF (k) can be calculated by

Pr
(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
=

∫ ∞

0

2PI,F (cF (k), x) exp(−x)

×
KF∏

j=1,j ̸=k

(1− 2PI,F (cF (j), x)) dx. (40)

According to the law of total probability, the probability
that sF is erroneously detected by ŝF can be expressed as

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |ÎF ̸= IF

)
=

KF∑
k=1

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |IF → ÎF (k)

)
× Pr

(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
, (41)

where Pr
(
sF → ŝF |IF → ÎF (k)

)
represents the conditional

PEP of detecting sF as ŝF conditioned on IF → ÎF (k).
In the OFDM-IM framework, erroneous indices result in
symbol unsynchronization. For example, if the FU subblock
xF = [sF (1), sF (2), sF (3), 0]

T is incorrectly detected as
x̂F = [ŝF (1), 0, ŝF (2), ŝF (3)]

T , only ŝF (1) is detected from
sF (1). ŝF (2) is detected from sF (2) and ŝF (3) is from
the noise. We denote ΨIF→ÎF (k) and Ψ̄IF→ÎF (k) as the
synchronized symbol set and the unsynchronized symbol
set conditioned on IF → ÎF , respectively, and we have
ΨIF→ÎF (k)

⋃
Ψ̄IF→ÎF (k) = IF . The unsynchronized symbols

can be detected as random constellation points of the employed
modulation scheme. For those synchronized symbols, their
error performance is related to channel conditions. We use
Ψc and Ψe to denote the correct synchronized symbol set and

the erroneous synchronized symbol set, respectively. Then the
conditional PEP is given by

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |IF → ÎF (k)

)
= 0.5

|Ψ̄IF →ÎF (k)|

×
∏

IF (i)∈Ψc

PS,F (cF (i))

×
∏

IF (j)∈Ψe

PS,F (1− cF (j)). (42)

When the indices of the active subcarriers are erroneous,
some symbols are detected from the random noise or unsyn-
chronized symbols. Therefore, BER in the IEE case is much
higher than in the case no index error occurs. How reduce
the index error is an important issue for error performance
improvement in the NOMA-IE.

Remark 4. In the OFDM-IM framework, the index error
is strongly correlated with the symbol error, and the high
probability of the index error leads to significant performance
degradation in BER.

Afterwards, the number of error bits for the FU subblock
in the index error case can be calculated as

me1,F =
∑

ŝF ̸=sF

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |ÎF ̸= IF

)
e (sF → ŝF )

+
∑

ÎF ̸=IF

Pr
(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
e
(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
, (43)

where e (sF → ŝF ) is the number of error bits when sF is
erroneously detected as ŝF . e

(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
is the number

of error bits when IF is erroneously detected as ÎF (k).
2) OSE Case: In this case, the index information is correct,

the probability of which can be calculated as

PI,c = 1−
∫ ∞

0

exp(−x)

KF∏
k=1

(1− 2PI,F (cF (k), x)) dx.

(44)

Since the indices of the active subcarrier are correct, all
symbols in the FU subblock are synchronized. The PEP
conditioned on the correct index information can be expressed
as

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |ÎF = IF

)
=

∏
IF (i)∈Ψc

PS,F (cF (i))

×
∏

IF (j)∈Ψe

PS,F (1− cF (j)). (45)

Then the number of error bits for the FU subblock in the
no index error case is given by

me2,F = PI,c

∑
ŝF ̸=sF

Pr
(
sF → ŝF |ÎF = IF

)
e (sF → ŝF ) .

(46)

As mentioned, no extra detection complexity is required
if ∆mN out of

⌊
log2

(
L
KF

)⌋
bits index information of the
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FU subblock is used by the NU. When the NU utilizes the
envelope of the FU subblock, the overall BER of the FU is

Pb,F =
me1,F +me2,F +∆me1,F

mF −∆mN
, (47)

where

∆me1,F = −p1
∑

ÎF ̸=IF

Pr
(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
e
(
IF → ÎF (k)

)
,

(48)

and p1 = ∆mN/
⌊
log2

(
L
KF

)⌋
.

At the NU, the E-SIC process is operated first. The proba-
bility of the imperfect E-SIC can be calculated as follows

Pe,SIC =

∫ ∞

0

exp(−x)

×
KF∏
k=1

(2PI,SIC(cF (k), x) + PS,SIC(cF (k))) dx,

(49)

where

PI,SIC(λ, x) =

∫ ∞

0

Q

ΩN

(
λ− 1

2βeλ∗
)
h1 +

1
2βeλ∗x√

N0

2 (h1 + x)


×f(h1)dh1.

(50)

The NU subblock consists of KN TSEs. When KF = 3 and
KN = 2, the NU subblock only conveys one-bit index bits.
Conditioned on the perfect SIC, the IEE case occurs due to the
error in specific TSE, and hence the probability of the IEE case
is given by PI,N,e = 2PI,N (αN ). In this case, the subblock is
correct with the probability (1− PS,N (αN ))

KN (1− PI,N,e).
Conditioned on the imperfect SIC, the probability of the
correct subblock is approximated as 0.5mN based on Approx-
imation 2. Therefore, the average BLER of the NU subblock
is

Pl,N ≈ 1− 0.5mNPe,SIC − (1− PS,N (αN ))
KN

× (1− PI,N,e) (1− Pe,SIC) . (51)

Conditioned on the perfect E-SIC, the calculation of the
number of error bits for the NU subblock is similar to that of
the FU subblock. The number of error bits for the IEE case
and the OSE case of the NU subblock are separately given by

me1,N =
∑

ŝN ̸=sN

0.5KN e (sN → ŝN ) + PI,N,e, (52)

me2,N = (1− PI,N,e)

KN∑
i=1

i (PS,N (αN ))
KN−i

× (1− PS,N (αN ))
i
. (53)

If the E-SIC is imperfect, we adopt the approximation of the
average BER as in the two-subcarrier subblock. The overall
BER of the NU is approximated as

Pb,N ≈ 0.5mNPe,SIC + (1− Pe,SIC)me,N +∆me1,N

mN +∆mN
,

(54)

TABLE V
THE IM-NOMA MAPPING TABLE FOR L = 4 AND Ku = 2

Index bits Iu subblock xu

[0, 0] {1, 2} [su(1), su(2), 0, 0]T

[0, 1] {2, 3} [0, su(1), su(2), 0]T

[1, 0] {3, 4} [0, 0, su(1), su(2)]T

[1, 1] {1, 4} [su(1), 0, 0, su(2)]T

where me,N = me1,N + me2,N . ∆me1,N is the number of
error bits from the FU envelope under imperfect SIC. The
calculation of ∆me1,N is similar to ∆me1,F , and hence we
skip it here.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are presented to validate
the analysis of NOMA-IE with four-subcarrier subblocks
shown in Table III. At the same time, some interesting insights
are provided. The average BLER and BER performance of
all the considered schemes was evaluated through 107 times
Monte Carlo simulations. Referred to [21], average channel
gains for the FU and NU are ΩF = −6 dB and ΩN = 0
dB, respectively. The BPSK scheme is employed, which is a
feasible modulation scheme in the 3GPP standard [31]. Unless
otherwise stated, the feasible envelope detection coefficient β0

is employed at receivers of NOMA-IE.

A. Benchmark Schemes

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed NOMA-IE
scheme, comparisons are made with conventional OFDM,
OFDM-NOMA, and IM-NOMA in the two-user case. The
detailed settings are as follows.

• OFDM: In this case, the available bandwidth is equally
allocated to two users. For a fair comparison with NOMA
schemes with the BPSK modulation, 4 amplitude-shift
keying (4ASK) modulation is employed, which guaran-
tees the OMA scheme and NOMA schemes are of the
same spectral efficiency.

• OFDM-NOMA: As in the considered NOMA-IE, BPSK
modulation is employed for the NU and the FU. In
particular, OFDM-NOMA can be regarded as a special
case of the NOMA IE with L = KF = KN .

• IM-NOMA: In this case, the activation patterns of the
FU and the NU subblock are independent. We consider
L = 4, KF = KN = 2, and the BPSK modulation. The
mapping table for the user u ∈ {F,N} is shown in Table
V [12].

B. Validation of Analytical Results

Under different power allocation coefficients, the theoretical
BLER and BER of NOMA-IE are verified in Fig. 3 and Fig.
4, respectively. These figures validate the feasibility to express
the theoretical BER of the multi-subcarrier subblock by the
combination of TSEs. In the high SNR regime, the simulation
curves of the FU fit the analytical results quite well. The
observation verifies the asymptotic feature of Approximation
1 and Approximation 3. For the NU, there is a small gap
between the simulation and the analytical curves even when
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Fig. 3. Average BLER of NOMA-IE under different power allocation coefficients, where “iCSI” denotes imperfect CSI. (a) aF = 0.75, aN = 0.25; (b)
aF = 0.9, aN = 0.1.
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Fig. 4. Average BER of NOMA-IE under different power allocation coefficients, where “iCSI” denotes imperfect CSI. (a) aF = 0.75, aN = 0.25; (b)
aF = 0.9, aN = 0.1.

the SNR is high. This gap is from Approximation 2 and can
be bridged with the increase of the power allocation coefficient
aF as we have discussed.

In addition, error performance under imperfect CSI is shown
in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As in [12], the estimated CSI is h̃u =
hu + ϵ, where ϵ ∼ CN (0,Ωuυϵ) is the channel estimation
error, Ωuυϵ is the variance of the channel estimation error,
and υϵ ∈ [0, 1]. Here we set υϵ = 0.01. It can be observed
that the imperfect CSI results in the error floor at high SNR.
Moreover, the NU has a worse error performance than the FU
and hence is more sensitive to the channel estimation error. It
can be explained that the perfect SIC process highly relies on
exact CSI.

C. Impact of Envelope Detection Coefficient

To show the impact of the value of envelope detection
coefficient βe on the error performance, we plot the average
BLER and BER of two users versus βe with different power

allocation coefficients in Fig. 5. In general, with the increase
of βe, the same trend can be found in the curves of both
the BLER and BER. The considered error performance is
improved to the best first and then decreases. When aF =
{0.6, 0.75}, both BLER and BER significantly degrade at
βe = 1. Furthermore, it can be observed that the feasible
envelope detection coefficient β0 obtained in Corollary 2
always helps to keep the BLER and BER at a low level in
the NOMA-IE scheme. We can conclude that in two-user
NOMA-IE with BPSK considered, the high error performance
is obtained by employing the feasible envelope detection
coefficient β0.

D. Comparisons with OFDM-Based Schemes
In this subsection, we compare the proposed NOMA-IE

scheme with the benchmark schemes and illustrate the su-
periority of the proposed NOMA-IE. The power reallocation
policy is employed to guarantee the equal energy efficiency of
the considered schemes.
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Fig. 5. Error probability versus envelope detection coefficient βe with different power allocation coefficients. (a) Average BLER; (b) Average BER.
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Fig. 6. Error probability of NOMA-IE and IM-NOMA versus power allocation coefficient aF with SNR = 40 dB. (a) Average BLER; (b) Average BER.

In Fig. 6, we compare the error performance of NOMA-IE
with IM-NOMA as aF grows from 0.5 to 1. As seen from Fig.
6, when aF < τF the NOMA-IE with the envelope detection
coefficient βe = β0 considerably outperforms the IM-NOMA.
Specifically, more than 20 times of BLER/BER gain can be
achieved at aF = 0.7. When aF > τF , a slight performance
gain can only be obtained at the FU of IM-NOMA. As
mentioned previously, aF = 0.8 is the boundary deciding
whether the error floor exists for IM-NOMA and NOMA-IE
with the conventional detection method, i.e., βe = 1. Since the
assumption of NOMA-IE (Assumption 1) guarantees that the
constellations of the superimposed symbols are not overlapped
under aF > aN , we are able to find a detection method
to avoid the error floor. That is to say, the design of the
NOMA-IE enlarges the feasible range of aF in the OFDM-
IM framework. Therefore, the NOMA-IE has the potential
to provide more flexibility for different user requirements.
Moreover, with the increase of aF , the error performance of
the FU keeps improving while that of the NU increases first
but then decreases. It can be explained that the increase of aF
enlarges the signal difference between two users. However,

when aF is close to one, only low power level is allocated to
the NU, and hence the error performance of the NU degrades.

In Fig. 7, we present the BER performance of NOMA-
IE, OFDF-NOMA, and conventional OFDM. Compared to
OFDM-NOMA and conventional OFDM, 125% extra de-
tection complexity is required for NOMA-IE. However, an
obvious performance gain can be achieved by NOMA-IE.
From Fig. 7(a), it can be observed that with a BER value
lower than 10−2, the proposed NOMA-IE always outperforms
the OFDM-NOMA at the same spectral efficiency and energy
efficiency. This observation validates the performance gain
from the flexibility of the NOMA envelope. Compared with
the conventional OFDM, both FU and NU can achieve up to
7 dB performance gain under the conditions aF > τF and
aF > τN . Therefore, the NOMA-IE with appropriate power
allocation coefficients is capable of achieving higher BER
performance than the conventional OFDM-based schemes. As
shown in Fig. 7(b), up to 5 dB and 8 dB BER gain over OFDM
can be achieved by NOMA-IE at BER of 10−4 for the FU
and NU, respectively. Another observation is that NOMA-IE
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Fig. 7. Comparisons among NOMA-IE, OFDM-NOMA, and OFDM. (a) Average BER versus power allocation coefficient with SNR = 40 dB; (b) Average
BER versus SNR with aF = 0.9 and aN = 0.1.
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Fig. 8. Average BER of NOMA-IE in the three-user case with L = K1 = 4, K2 = 3, and K3 = 2. (a) a1 = 0.7, a2 = 0.2, and a3 = 0.1; (b) a1 = 0.9,
a2 = 0.08, and a3 = 0.02.

outperforms other schemes when the transmit SNR is larger
than 25 dB. When SNR is low, the IEE case occurs with a high
probability which significantly degrades the error performance
of NOMA-IE (Remark 4). Therefore, the proposed NOMA-IE
is effective especially in the high SNR regime.

E. Performance of Three-User Case

In this subsection, we present the performance of NOMA-
IE when more than two users are in a NOMA group. We
consider a three-user case, where the average channel gains of
U1, U2, and U3 are Ω1 = −6 dB, Ω2 = −3 dB, and Ω3 = 0
dB, respectively. In each four-subcarrier OFDM subblock, we
set the number of active subcarriers K1 = 4, K2 = 3, and
K3 = 2. Therefore, index bits of U2 and U3 are mapped to
the envelope according to Table III. Similar to OFDM-NOMA
[28], the power allocation coefficients have to fulfill a1 > a2 >
a3 and a1 > a2 + a3 to avoid the constellation overlap.

Fig. 8 illustrates the BER performance of three users under
different power allocation setups. We employ the envelope

detection coefficient βe =
√
a2−

√
a3√

a2
for the signal detection of

U2. It is shown that with an appropriate βe, the error floor does
not exist under perfect CSI. Therefore, the proposed NOMA-
IE scheme is applicable for a NOMA group larger than two.
It can be explained that NOMA-IE can be regarded as the
mix of OFDM and OFDM-NOMA, and hence the error floor
characteristics of NOMA-IE are similar to the two benchmark
schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel NOMA-IE scheme
based on the OFDM-IM framework to explore a new degree
of freedom for NOMA. It can be concluded that the envelope
is beneficial to NOMA, especially in high SNR regimes. In
particular, we have answered three questions listed in Section
I to show the benefits of the signal envelope in NOMA.
Firstly, the multi-subcarrier subblock can be expressed as the
combination of multiple TSEs. Since the theoretical BLER
and BER expressions of the TSE are easily obtained, we
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have derived that of the multi-subcarrier subblock when con-
sidering the intra-cluster interference in NOMA. Secondly,
the joint design of the envelope former and the envelope
detection coefficient eliminates the error floor, conditioned
that the higher power level is allocated to the NU. Lastly,
under equal spectral efficiency and energy efficiency, we have
shown that the NOMA-IE outperforms the OFDM in terms
of error performance when the power allocation coefficient
of the NU is larger than a specific threshold. We have also
demonstrated that the design of NOMA-IE reduces the intra-
cluster interference in NOMA, which improves the error
performance of NOMA-IE, especially at high SNR. Future
works can focus on the low-complexity detection method, joint
design of high-order modulation and channel coding schemes,
optimal envelope design, and the applications of NOMA-IE,
e.g., applying NOMA-IE in joint radar and communications
systems.
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